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10. New results’ summary of the Thesis: 

- This is the first scientific works having research in an intensive, thorough, systematic manner about the 

theoretical issues of subjects responsible for conducting proceedings, containing investigative and 

prosecutorial agencies, other agencies assigned missions to perform some actions of investigating, 

prosecution offices and courts and responsible officers working in these agencies in Vietnam. This paper 

has been conducted according to the decision of the Political Bureau which was about the strategies 

ofjustice reformed until 2020. 

 During the research, the author has autopsied not only the forming process of the subjects responsible 

but also the development of these subjects since 1945. Furthermore, the author also compared current 

legislations with the one in other countries. The results of the PHD research have contributed to further 

theoretical clarifications and developments in terms of agencies responsible for conduction proceedings in 

the Law of Criminal Procedure of Vietnam in the process of reforming current justice. 

- The thesis has researched practical regulation applications to subjects conducting criminal proceedings 

in our country, the positive results are made and the obstacles, limitations, thanks to these, clarifying 

limitations and mistakes of regulations and provisions of the current Criminal Procedure Law relating to 

responsible agencies. 
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- The thesis has clarified the requirements of justice reform to amending and supplementing in the 

purpose of perfecting the regulations of subjects responsible for criminal proceedings in Vietnam’s 

Criminal Procedure Law. Basing on research results about theory and summarizing practices as well as 

requirements of justice reform, the thesis recommends contents that need to be changed, supplemented 

regarding to subjects responsible for conducting proceedings in Vietnam’s present Criminal Procedure 

Law in order to participate in dealing with obstacles, limitations of relating provisions to investigative 

agencies, other agencies being assigned missions conducting some investigating activities, prosecutorial 

agencies, courts, and responsible officials in these agencies, thereby enhancing the efficiency in fighting 

against crime and protecting human rights, citizen rights, building progressive criminal legal structure, 

serving our fatherland and people, according to advocates of judicial reform in Vietnam. 

11. Possibilities of practical applications: 

    The research result of the thesis are a useful reference in the process of amending, supplementing the 

Code of Criminal Procedure of 2003. The author is a member of the Editorial team of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure of 2003 (amended, supplemented), therefore, having good conditions to apply research results 

in the process of carrying out missions assigned by the directors of both the Drafting committee and 

Editorial team. 

The thesis has significantly contributed in terms of theoretical aspect about agencies responsible for 

conducting criminal proceedings in Vietnam’s Criminal Procedure Law and possibly being used as a 

reference for legal research and teaching jobs regarding to criminal procedure science. Furthermore, the 

officials who work in agencies of dealing with criminal proceedings can learn and manipulate the research 

results in reality. 
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